
Dispute Resolution Textbook Readings 

Week 1 Introduction to the Unit 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

 Introduction 

- Dispute Resolution (DR) becoming more popular around the world especially for businesses and 

is an important legal skill 

- origin of DR: Indigenous Communities use it since the start by using shaming and exclusion as 

part of their kinship 

= in our Constitution to make powers for the conciliation of industrial disputes 

= CJC’s started in NSW in 1980 

- Family law and its use of ADR: 

= requirement to get s 60I certificate 

= court can order a family at any time to attend counselling 

- the A in ADR: coined by American Lawyer Eric Green 

= his article speaks about the different costs of litigation 

= the importance of info exchange during mediation 

= encourages that all lawyers learn about the DR process 

~ different ideas as to what the A in ADR should stand for 

 Defining DR using NADRAC definitions 

- mediation: parties with a neutral 3rd party (mediator) identify issues, dev options, consider 

alternatives and reach agreement. 

= co-mediation: has 2 mediators 

= shuttle mediation: 2 parties do not meet and mediator goes between them to voice the messages 

= expert mediation: this person has expert knowledge on the subject but still is not meant to bring 

their own view into the mediation when parties express ideas 

- conciliation 
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- facilitation: to not make a decision but to facilitate the discussion as parties have already identified 

issues 

- arbitration: its like being out of court except the arbitrator can make a decision 

- early neutral evaluation very similar to expert appraisal 

- med-arb: combined mediation and arbitration process usually for injury claims or administrative 

appeals 

- statutory ADR schemes such as speediation now exist 

 Mediation: principles, process and practice 

- has 3 approaches: aspirational, procedural and occupational 

- mediation is derived from other disciplines such as psychology and decision science 

- diversity in the practice of mediation 

 Selecting a DR process 

- fitting the forum to the fuss: evaluate the personalities of the people involved and find which DR 

process would best suit their needs and give them a chance to solve their dispute 

- times when mediation is not appropriate: 

= when one party has a diminished mental capacity or is influenced by substances 

= power imbalance 

= person is at risk of harm 

= another process may be appropriate instead 

- factors favouring mediation: 

= parties have continuing relo 

= want to keep matter private 

= not when parties are at risk or not participating properly 

- factors favouring non-binding evaluation and conciliation: 

= matter involves expert or legal issues 

= liability not an issue 



= want to keep it private 

- favouring arbitration: 

= parties do not want to negotiate 

= whether an insurance company is liable 

- parties may choose a process based in its informality, consensuality and level of intervention 

 The legal profession and DR:  

- DR being conducted in the ‘shadow of the law’ by L Boulle 

= the deeper the shadow the more legalistic the issue 

= DR has subsequent litigation if it does not work out 

= DR still connected to processes of the law 

- lawyers and mediation 

= shift in traditional role of lawyers 

= increased skills and training 

= being governed by principles of fairness: impartiality, natural justice, empowerment 

= lawyers and other mediators MUST be accredited by the National Mediator Accreditation Scheme 

~ dichotomy between traditional role of lawyer and this new approach 

- best for lawyers to advice clients of ADR options to ensure they’re not having a suit brought 

against them for negligence and malpractice 

 Lawyers as mediators:  

- lawyers cannot generally contract out of liability 

- as long as they act in good faith and are not fraudulent; all is well 

 Duty of lawyers in ADR: 

- be loyal to client 

- give legal advice 

- consider settlement 

- be competent and diligent 



- lawyers wearing two hats: as the new lawyer and the new advocate 

 Modern rules of professional conduct and practice 

- Model Rules set by the Law Council 

= rule 12.3 where a practitioner should advise their client of DR processes for their client’s best 

interests 

- Advocacy Rules are inside the Model Rules  

- the Law Society of NSW Professional Conduct and Practice Rules very similar to the Model Rules 

= these are not laws but rules and regulations which by not following a person can be found to be 

acting unprofessionally 

 The role of the Bar in mediation and ADR:  

- no legal practitioner has yet been found in court negligent for failing to advise client of ADR but will 

be in trouble for giving wrong advice and info to client (NRMA v Morgan 1999) 

- Bar should take more account of increasing interwoven state of litigation and ADR 

= solicitors using ADR even more over time 

Week 2 and 3 Negotiation 

Chapter 3: Negotiation 

 negotiation: mutual discussion and arrangement of terms  of a transaction or agreement 

- joint effort of parties who communicate on the issue, empowering the parties to reach an 

agreement which does not always require intervention 

- neutral 3rd party usually in conciliation, mediation and arbitration 

 models of negotiation: 

= adversarial 

~ zero-sum game 

~ zone of agreement: linear representation of gains and losses 

~ may lead to unproductive competition between the parties 
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= integrative 

~ finding items of value and using these to trade off for items of less value 

~ discovering new items of value 

~ characterised by concessions and trade offs 

~ can lead to strategic misrepresentations or lying and exaggeration 

~ breaking the impasse: moving from zero-sum to integrative negotiation 

+requires parties to have something of value to trade 

= distributive 

~ parties in negotiation have same goals or objectives; so for the same pie and would like the 

most largest part of the pie as this determines who the winner is 

~ setting the bargaining boundaries and climate 

~ tactics that can be used: 

+ dropping chance remarks to evoke response 

+ selective presentation of facts 

+ delay indicating own position 

+ bluffing is used but may also be detrimental to the discussion 

~ bargaining process: signalling, proposing and bargaining 

~bringing closure to the negotiations by giving alternatives or doing an exchange 

= principled 

- advantages of negotiation:  

= parties own the process, create their solution and can get what they want 

= more efficient than litigation 

 


